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Curricula authoring is a complex process, involving different actors and different kinds of knowledge. Learners aim at acquiring
expertise about some topic of their own interest, and need to perceive that the curriculum they attend will lead them towards
their goal; when this does not happen, they become demotivated. Learners are all different, not only in their aims but also in
their background knowledge and skills; curricula must carefully be tailored to the learner’s individual traits: when this does not
happen, curricula are not effective from a pedagogical perspective. On the other hand, it is not possible to leave learners alone
in the design of a curriculum because this activity involvesboth knowledge about the topics to teach, and knowledge about
teaching itself. It is one of the tasks of the school to support curricula authoring so to guarantee the correctness of theresult
w.r.t. the teaching goals and to pedagogical strategies. Inthis article we face the problem of authoring personalized curricula
and propose a modular, layered architecture that accounts for the representation of learning resources, of the domain model, of
the learner, and of pedagogical constraints, with the aim ofsupporting different validation tasks. The representation combines
a Semantic Web approach to annotation with a declarative representation in linear temporal logic. The validation layer ofthe
proposed architecture includes different kinds of inter-conceptual, post-construction verifications, all of which can be realized
by means of model checking techniques. The article also reports about a prototype implementation based on the Personal Reader
for education, a framework that supplies to its users personalization functionalities implemented in a service-orientedfashion.

Keywords: Semantic technologies for personalization, Semantic-rich service-oriented architectures, Semantic-enhanced
learning designs, Linear Time Logic and Model Checking Techniques, Curriculum Sequencing and Validation

1 Introduction

The birth of the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, 2000, 2002) broughtalong standard models, languages and
tools for representing and dealing with machine-interpretable semantic descriptions of Web resources.
The introduction of machine-processable semantics widens the range of the applicable reasoning tech-
niques, giving a strong new impulse to research on personalization. By exploring various representation
facets and reasoning techniques it becomes, in fact, feasible to select and deliver contents in a way that
is tailored on the specific user.

An interesting research issue for studies on personalization, that requires the development of orig-
inal solutions, iscurriculum sequencing(Vassileva, 1992; Henze & Nejdl, 2001; Conlan et al., 2002;
Brusilovsky & Vassileva, 2003; Baldoni et al., 2004a), where the termcurriculumdenotes an integrated
course of academic studies. Well-designed curricula must both be attractive for students (because they
are appealing and challenging) and, at the same time, respect the pedagogical dictates. Usually, how-
ever, there is a gap between the learners and the educationaloffer of schools (Lennon & Maurer, 2003),
which is pedagogically sound but not tailored upon the learners’ skill and desires, which depend on their
previous studies and individual abilities (Samples, 2002; Melia & Pahl, 2007b). On the one hand, the
learner needs to perceive that his/her studies will allow him/her to achieve the desired competencies,
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otherwise he/she will bedemotivated. For this reason it is interesting to develop tools forthe design of
personalized curricula, targeted at the acquisition of specific learner’s goals. On the other hand, one of
the school’s functions is to guarantee thatproper pedagogical strategiesare applied in order to make the
acquisition of new expertise as smooth and easy as possible (Lennon & Maurer, 2003). The validation of
curricula is a difficult and time-consuming task, for this reason it is useful to havevalidation toolsthat
automatically check the learners’ curricula against the school pedagogical constraints. The possibility to
personalize and to automatically validate curricula reduces the gap between the learner’s desires and the
school’s educational offer.

The automatic support to both these tasks becomes more important, and more difficult, when one
considers open scenarios, where the set of learning resources is unrestricted and unknown in advance
and resources themselves areheterogeneousin their nature. Let us, for instance, consider theBologna
Process(European Commission, Education and Training, 1999), promoted by the EU. The Bologna
process objective is to foster the mobility of students. The final aim is to give students the possibility of
attendingintegrated curricula, whose courses are scattered among different European institutions. The
advantage is that, by exploiting this possibility, students will also be enabled to acquire competences
which can only be achieved by composing some complementary knowledges that are supplied only by
different academic institutes. On the other hand, often learners travel only “virtually” by retrieving and
using learning objects made available by different repositories. Also in this case the term “curriculum” is
often used, meaning a reading sequence of relevant learningobjects. Learners get involved in a mobility
program (or in an on-line curriculum) because they are interested in acquiring some desired expertise
(the student’slearning goal); not only they are different in their goals but they also come from different
schools and have different backgrounds and skills, and their studies will be effective only if all these
ingredients are taken into account. As well as learners, also University courses are different and in various
ways even when they teach the same topics. Their heterogeneity includes the level of detail at which
topics are taught, and the modalities by which courses are erogated. Learning resources (often called
learning objects or media objects) add a further level of heterogeneity. For instance, they can be supplied
as any kind ofdigital media(e.g. textual documents as well as videos or interactive applications), they
can havedifferent granularity(single lessons as well as courses) (Conlan et al., 2002), and they can
be gathered fromdifferent repositories. Such differencies should not be an obstacle when the aim is to
understand if a resource is useful in acquiring someknowledge. To this aim, it is very important to focus
on the knowledge that is delivered and on the knowledge that is required for understanding the delivered
concepts.

In order to fill the gap between the learner’s desires and the school’s pedagogical requirements, it
is necessary to develop representations and tools that support learners and schools in practice and, in
particular, the means for designing curricula (either offered or desired) that suit learners individually,
verifying that they are pedagogically sound. The same representations and tools should be usable to
construct or verify personalized reading sequences of heterogeneous learning objects. As such, these
representations and tools would achieve a double aim. On theone hand, they would allow to handle
learning resources in a homogeneous way, independently from their nature (a course would be just a
kind of learning resource). On the other hand, they would meet the requirements given by organiza-
tions like ADLNet and IMS (working on learning object specification and standards), which identified
reusability, discoverability, andinteroperabilityas some of the main properties that should be granted by
such tools. To this purpose Semantic Web comes in handy because it supplies the means for describing
courses (more in general, learning resources) by means ofmeta-data(Learning Technology Standards
Committee, 2002), i.e. machine-interpretable semantic annotations. In particular, Semantic Web offers
standard models and languages for sharing knowledge (Stojanovic et al., 2001; Mohan & Brooks, 2003;
W3C, 2004a,b; Antoniou & van Harmelen, 2004). The representations based on Semantic Web lan-
guages allow the application of different kinds of automatic reasoning techniques, mostly deriving from
studies on Artificial Intelligence: from ontological reasoning (Antoniou & van Harmelen, 2004) to tech-
niques that lay at the logic and proof layers of the Semantic Web tower (Antoniou et al., 2007), and that
exploit rule-based representations (Schaffert & Bry, 2002;Paschke & Biletskiy, 2007).

In this article we present the results of a work (carried on inthe context of the REWERSE network
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of excellence (REWERSE, 2008)) that concerns the representation of learning resources, of the domain
model, and of pedagogical constraints so as to allow the design of personalized curricula, that are sound
w.r.t. the pedagogical constraints given by a school. We call this activitycurricula authoringand propose
aconcept-basedrepresentation of the educationalcontentof resources, showing the reasoning tasks that
can be performed on top of it. The approach iscross-repositoryandcross-media, i.e. verifications can
be applied to curricula made of learning resources that are supplied by different sources and through
different media. Its modularity allows easy extensions andintegrations with further representations and
tasks that are either source specific or media related, so to produce more complete implementations. For
instance, one could think of integrations that include media processing workflows, where streams pro-
duced by different media objects are composed or filtered, e.g. by using the ARIA middleware (Candan
et al., 2006; Brunkhorst et al., 2008), or to multi-media synchronization mechanisms, e.g. by adopting
object composition Petri net approches (Little & Ghafoor, 1990; Li et al., 1994).

Curricula authoring is a complex process that involves different actors and different kinds of knowl-
edge. Along the lines of Melia & Pahl (2007a,b), in order to simplify curricula authoring we structure this
process into a layered architecture (see Figure 1). The adoption of a structured view has the advantage of
modularizing the process, making the dependencies betweendifferent kinds of knowledge and of tasks
clear and explicit. In this way, the upgrades (modifications)become simpler, because they affect single
modules, and the effects of such modifications on the overall process can be evaluated more easily. The
proposed approach isgeneral, in the sense that it allows handling heterogeneous resources in auniform
way, independently from their nature and source.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of our proposal by presenting an
architecture for curricula authoring and by introducing our implementations of the various layers. The
subsequent sections present in details such realizations.In particular, Section 3 presents a constraint-
based representation of curricula models, and the DCML language, including both the graphical and the
LTL characterizations. Further constraints that can be used to enrich curricula models are reported in
Section 7. Section 4 shows how curricula are represented by means of UML activity diagrams, reporting
some examples. Section 5 describes in details the validationlayer and the implementation of the valida-
tion tasks, with the help of some Promela code. Aprototype implementationis described in Section 6.
This implementation relies on the Personal Reader (PR) framework (Henze & Krause, 2006), a service-
oriented framework that supplies to the final user web services for dealing with semantic information.
The Personal Reader framework also allows for the combinationof services into new personalization
functionalities by exploiting the concept ofsyndication. A comparison with relevant works in the litera-
ture and some conclusive remarks end the article.

2 Curricula authoring

In order to introduce the aims of our work in an intuitive way,let us consider an Italian student, who
needs to attend some courses in Germany: nowadays the student would be guided by an Italian mentor in
the definition of a curriculum, which combines the student’s interests, the educational goals of the Italian
school, the courses offered by the same institute, those offered by the German hosting institute, and also
the guidelines and constraints posed by the latter. Quite a complex and time-consuming task (Brady
et al., 2008). The work that we propose aims at making the execution of this kind of tasksautomatic.
Along the lines of Melia & Pahl (2007a,b), we structure curricula authoring in a set of representational
and activity layers (see Figure 1), that we describe one by onehereafter.

Domain Model

The base level is thedomain model. This layer contains the knowledge about the domain itself ex-
pressed as a set of concepts and their relations, independently from any pedagogical concern. Concepts
can, for instance, represent the various topics and their organization in sub-topics. Concepts can easily be
given a semantic representation by using the tools and the languages supplied by the Semantic Web com-
munity. For instance, they could be expressed as part of an ontology (or a taxonomy). The domain model
used in this work (see Section 6.1), is a vocabulary of RDF terms, that have been extracted automatically
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Figure 1. The layered architecture.

by means of the Lixto tool (Baumgartner et al., 2005), appliedto the descriptions of the courses held
at the University of Hannover, that are supplied by HIS-LSF (http://www.his.de). So far, Lixto returns a
flat RDF vocabulary. In the future, it might be interesting to try to derive an ontology from the corpus by
structuring the concepts (Pazzi, 1998; Antoniou et al., 2005), e.g. by using Levenshtein distances and a
thesaurus, like wordnet. Focussing on a flat vocabulary is notrestrictive because, due to the adoption of
a modular (layered) architecture, one can think to integrate ontological reasoning in the domain model
layer and, as a consequence, to have it included also in the higher levels.

In the literature concerning professional curricula and e-learning, concepts are referred to either as
competency(plural “competencies”) or ascompetence(plural “competences”), to denote respectively
“any form of knowledge, skill, attitude, ability or learning objective that can be described in a context
of learning, education or training” and the “effective performance within a domain at some level of
proficiency” (De Coi et al., 2007). Our domain model contains competencies. Different courses can
supply/require the same competency at different proficiencylevels. For the sake of readability, in this
article we do not use RDF to represent competences; instead,we use a more intuitive notation of the
kind (database, beginner), where the first element denotes a concept while second a proficiency level.

Curricula Model (Goal and Constraint Model)

The subsequent layer (Figure 1) is thecurricula model, which contains pedagogical constraints de-
fined over the domain model. The curricula model includes aset of constraintson competences (i.e.
concepts plus a proficiency level). We partition constraintsinto a set of requirements, a set of goals, and
a set of relational constraints. The requirements specify the expected competences that a learner should
have before starting the learning process. The goals specifythe knowledge that is to be delivered. The
relational constraints structure the teaching activity ofthe various concepts in the domain model, by
imposing orderings or presence. Intuitively, they specifythe pedagogical constraints – given by some
instructional designer –, that rule the order in which concepts are to be taught/learnt. We have identified
three kinds of relational constraint (and their negations): before, implication, andsuccession(Figure 4).
The first kind of constraint expresses the fact that in order to acquire a competence, another competence
must be owned before. Implication constraints express the fact that if at some point a competence is
acquired, also some other competence must already be owned by the learner or it must be learnt in the
future. Finally, succession constraints express the fact that when a competence is acquired, then another
is to be be acquired in the future. The expressiveness of the proposed representation makes curricula
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models not only sets of precedence constraints, as done in previous work (e.g. Melia & Pahl (2007a,b)),
but it makes them rich schemas – see Figure 2 –, each of which defines a whole class of curricula.

In order to represent curricula models we propose theDeclarative Curricula Modeling Language
(DCML for short, see Section 3). DCML is a graphical language (Figure 2 shows an example), inspired
by DecSerFlow, the Declarative Service Flow Language to specify,enact, and monitor web service flows
by van der Aalst and Pesic (van der Aalst & Pesic, 2006). DCML, as well as DecSerFlow, is grounded
in Linear Temporal Logic(Emerson, 1990) and allows a curricula model to be described in an easy way
maintaining at the same time a rigorous and unambiguous meaning given by the logic representation.
The use of a logic with a clear semantics allows the separationof the representation of constraints from
the choice of an algorithm to perform validation tasks. As aneffect the curricula model layer and the
validation layer result more independent. Moreover, it is possible to detect inconsistencies in the curricula
model (e.g. loops in the dependencies), by the application of already existing algorithms.

Learner Model

The learner modelrepresents the knowledge of a learner, which evolves duringthe learning process.
Intuitively, by attending a course the learner will gain theknowledge taught in that course. Before starting
the learning process, this representation is set to the initial expertise of the learner. So, the learner model
contains a representation of the mental state of the learner. The expectation of the learner is that its
mental state will evolve so to include some desired expertise, i.e. so to reach a specific learning goal.
Also the learning goal is included in the learner model. The learner’s knowledge and learning goals are
expressed as sets of competences.

Resource Model

The resource modeldescribes courses (learning resources), in terms taken from the domain model.
Specifically, each course is described in anaction-basedfashion (Baldoni et al., 2002, 2004a,b, 2005,
2006b), by its preconditions and effects. Both preconditions and effects arecompetences. As such, each
of them is a pair that combines a competency (any form of knowledge, skill, attitude, ability or learn-
ing objective that can be described in a context of learning,education or training) with a proficiency
level. This representation is general because, although in this paper we deal with courses, it expresses
an information that lays at the knowledge level and, for thisreason, it can be used to tackle any kind
of learning resource. As an example of resource representation, let us consider a course with name
Biology II , which requires beginner’s knowledge aboutprotein structuresand some deeper (intermedi-
ate level) knowledge aboutcell structure. The course supplies advanced knowledge aboutenzymesand
aboutmolecularbiology, and intermediate knowledge aboutimmunesystems. It will be represented as
follows:

resourcename: Biology II
preconditions: (cell structure, intermediate), (proteinstructures, beginner)
effects: (enzymes, advanced), (immunesystems, intermediate), (molecularbiology, advanced)

Preconditions are evaluated against the representation of the learner’s mental state, that is contained in the
learner model, while effects modify this representation, causing an evolution of the learner’s knowledge.

In an open environment, it is likely that resources belonging to different schools are annotated by using
different domain models, which are, therefore, to be combined in some way in order to obtain a uniform
representation that allows the application of reasoning techniques (Hackelbusch & Appelrath, 2008).
Supposing that domain models are given as domain ontologies,it becomes possible to apply techniques
for ontology merging, alignment and integration, e.g. Euzenat & Shvaiko (2007). Indeed, these are hot
research topics, that we do not tackle in this work. We make the hypothesis that this alignment already
occurred and that all resources are represented in terms of acommon ontology.

Curriculum (Course Model)

Curricula (see Figure 5 for an example) are represented by means of UML activity diagrams (OMG,
2007), which compose resources, whose representation is supplied by the previous layer. In the simplest
case, a curriculum can be seen as a sequence of actions that causestransitionsfrom the initial set of
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competences (possibly empty) of a user up to a final state that will contain also the acquired competences.
We assume that concepts can only be added to states and competence level can only grow by executing
the actions of attending courses (or more in general readinga learning material). The intuition behind
this assumption is that new courses do not erase the conceptsacquired previously, thus knowledge grows
incrementally. Generally speaking, a curriculum may contain one or several learning pathways to be
attended, in alternative or as obligations.

The use of UML activity diagrams seems very natural for representing curricula, and they are used also
in other works to this purpose, e.g. Melia & Pahl (2007b). As adifference, we found two principles very
useful when representing a curriculum (Section 4): to carefully distinguish courses with distinct duration
(in time); to carefully distinguish mandatory courses and optional courses. Modelling a curriculum with
these two principles in mind introduces(i) a decomposition level and(ii) partitions among courses, being
these courses from mandatory or from optional partitions.

Validation Model

Finally, we have thevalidation modeldefines thepedagogical strategiesthat are to be enforced. Ac-
cording to the CAVIAr model (Melia & Pahl, 2007a,b), pedagogical validation can be intra-conceptual
(ensuring that each concept is taught in a uniformed manner), inter-conceptual (concerning how the cur-
riculum proceeds from one concept to another), or it can be done w.r.t. pedagogical rules which specify
the types of resource that are involved (e.g. resources of type “lecture”). With reference to this classi-
fication, the kinds of validation that we perform areinter-conceptual. In particular, for what concerns
curricula authoring three are the main checks to perform (Brusilovsky & Vassileva, 2003): (a) verify
that the curriculum brings to the acquisition of the desiredknowledge; (b) verify that at every point the
learner already has the knowledge, that is necessary for understanding the next taught concept; (c) verify
that the curriculum respects the goal and constraint model.Task (a) allows checking whether a curricu-
lum brings to the achievement of the declared user’slearning goal. In this case, the verification process
uses the learner model (that, in turn, uses the domain model)and the course model (that, in turn, uses
the resource model, which uses the domain model). Task (b) consists in checking that the curriculum
shows nocompetence gaps(De Coi et al., 2007), i.e. the knowledge that is necessary tofully understand
a course is introduced or available before it is attended. Inthis case, the verification process uses the
course model, which uses the resource model, which, in turn,uses the domain model. Task (c) verifies
the compliance of a given curriculum against the guidelines(pedagogical strategies) given by the insti-
tution (Brusilovsky & Vassileva, 2003), a tedious task thatis currently performed manually. It uses the
course model, and the curricula model, and verifies that the curriculum represented by the course model
satisfies all the constraints imposed by the other model.

To perform all these tasks, we usemodel checking techniques(Clarke & Peled, 2001) (Section 5).
By means of amodel checker, it is possible to generate and analyze all the possible states of a model
(represented as an automaton) exhaustively, to verify thatall execution paths satisfy a certain property,
usually expressed by a temporal logic, such as LTL. In our case,the model is a curriculum (i.e. it is the
course model), suitably translated into an automaton. The LTLformula is, instead, obtained in different
ways depending on the task to accomplish. For Task (a), it is obtained by translating the learning goal
(which is part of the learner model) into a set of assertions that are to be satisfied by the final states of the
automaton. For Task (b), the resource model is translated into a set of assertions that are to be satisfied
by the states in the automaton. For Task (c), it is the goal andconstraint model, which is translated into
a set of LTL formulas that the automaton must satisfy.

When a model checker finds that a model does not satisfy some LTL formula (or assertion), it produces
a counterexamplethat shows the violation. Even though it is possible to argue that model checking
techniques are not efficient because they analyze the whole space of possible executions, the fact of
having counterexamples is extremely important because it supplies anexplanationof the failure, that
can be supplied as feedback for the user. It is well-known that the user will not be confident in the
answer unless he/she can trust thereasonswhy the answer was produced. As a model checker, in this
work we have used SPIN, by G. J. Holzmann (Holzmann, 2003), which is the most representative tool
of this kind.
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Implementation and planning

All the kinds of validation mentioned above are post-construction course validations (Persico, 1996;
Rosmalen et al., 2006), that can be used to produce personalization functionalities. To this aim, we have
developed a prototype implementation (Section 6), based on the PR (Personal Reader) framework (Henze
& Krause, 2006) – see Figure 7 for an overview –. The PR relies on aservice-oriented architecture
enabling personalization, via the use ofPersonalization Services, that communicate solely based on RDF
documents. Each service offers a different personalizationfunctionality, e.g. recommendations tailored
to the needs of specific users, pointers to related (or interesting or more detailed/general) information,
and so on. Besides the verification functionalities, the PR offers a service for automatically composing
a curriculum, based on the learner model and on the resource model, that exploits automatic planning
techniques (Russell & Norvig, 2003). In fact, by interpreting resources as actions, a curriculum can, in
turn, be interpreted as aplan, whose execution causes transitions from a state to another, until some final
state is reached. A transition between two states is due to the application of an action, that corresponds
to attending a course. To apply an action, its preconditionsmust hold in the state to which it is applied,
and its application consists in anupdateof the state. We assume that facts can only be added to states.
The intuition behind this assumption is that the act of attending a course (or, more in general, of using
a learning resource) will not erase from the learner’s memory the concepts acquired so far. The service
that we have developed, that is described in details in Section 6.3, is specifically aimed at buildinglinear
curricula, i.e. curricula which consist of a sequence of courses only.Such curricula can be tailored to
a specific user by starting from an initial state that containsthat user’s knowledge. This perspective is
taken in several works that face the so calledcurriculum sequencingproblem (Vassileva, 1992; Henze &
Nejdl, 2001; Brusilovsky & Vassileva, 2003), that is the problem of generating a personalized learning
path for each student, by dynamically selecting at any moment a resource that, in the context of other
available resources, brings the student closer to the learning goal. In particular, our representation relies
on a semantic annotation supplied by the resource model and based on the domain model.

3 Curricula Models and DCML

In order to presentcurricula models, we propose aconstraint-based representation(Marengo, 2008).
The instructional designer can express various kinds of constraints by means of a simple graphical lan-
guage, that we call DCML (Declarative Curricula Model Language). DCML constraints can be auto-
matically turned into formulas in a temporal logic (LTL, linear temporal logic (Emerson, 1990)). This
logic allows the verification of properties of interest for all the possible executions of a model, which
in our case corresponds to a curriculum. LTL includes temporal operators such as next-time (©ϕ, the
formulaϕ holds in the immediately following state of the run), eventually (♦ϕ, ϕ is guaranteed to even-
tually become true), always (�ϕ, the formulaϕ remains invariably true throughout a run), until (α U β,
the formulaα remains true untilβ), see also Holzmann (2003, Chapter 6). The adoption of agraph-
ical language with alogical grounding allows designers, who cannot be expected to feel comfortable
with the logical notation, to take anyway advantage of automatic verification tools for accomplishing the
tasks foreseen by the validation model. On the other hand, relying on a logic with a rigorous semantics
allows a separation of concerns between the constraint model and the choice of an algorithm (tool) for
performing the validation tasks. Constraints have a declarative semantics which is independent from the
implementation.

Constraint-based representations are very compact because they require to express only thoseneces-
sary conditionsthat characterize a correct curriculum, avoiding overspecification. To make an example,
by means of constraints we can request that a certain knowledge is acquired before some other knowl-
edge, without expressing what else is to be done in between. This is an advantage w.r.t. other approaches,
like the procedural approach (e.g. Baldoni et al. (2004a)),having aprescriptivenature because in the lat-
ter it is necessary to express exhaustively all the pathwaysthat are correct. If, on the one hand, it makes
sense that some topics have a specific ordering, it is also intuitive that this does not happen for all the
involved competences. For example, it makes sense that the competence(database, beginner) (knowl-
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Figure 2. An example of curricula model in DCML.

edge about databases with proficiency level “beginner”) is tobe acquired before(database, advanced)
but what about a competence(English, advanced)? Should it be acquired before or after the other two
mentioned competences? Intuitively, it is not necessary toimpose that(English, advanced) is, for in-
stance, the first competence to acquire because it is not related to the other topics. The problem is that
an ordering that is not explicitly mentioned in the model is not legal, so the designer must foresee many
variants within the schema. By using constraints, in the previous case, we only need to express that
(database, beginner) must be acquired before(database, advanced) and that(English, beginner) is
to be acquired sooner or later. For this reason, we can say that the constraints-based approach is more
flexible and more suitable in an open environment, due to the fact that in an open environment resources
are many, they are various, and they are added and removed dynamically.

As an example, Figure 2 shows a curricula model expressed in DCML (notice that double arrows are
defined in Section 7). Every box contains at least one competence. Boxes/competences are connected by
arrows, which represent (mainly) temporal constraints among the times at which they are to be acquired.
Altogether the constraints describe a curricula model. Let us now introduce DCML in details.

3.1 Expressing competences and basic constraints

DCML is used to define a set of constraints on top of the domain model. Competencies are associated
to a representation of theproficiency levelat which a competency is owned or to be supplied. So, for
instance, we express the fact that a competencydatabase is to be owned at levelbeginner. To simplify
the management of proficiency levels, such levels are represented as numerical values. To this aim, we
associate to each competency a variablek, having the same name as the competency, which can be
assigned natural numbers as values. The value ofk denotes the proficiency level; zero means absence
of knowledge. Therefore,k encodes acompetence, Figure 3. On top of competences, in DCML it is
possible to define two basicconstraints:

• Goal constraints: A goal constraint – Figure 3, third row – imposes that a certain competencyk must
be acquired at least at levell. It is represented by the LTL formula♦(k ≥ l). Similarly, a course
designer can impose that a competency must never appear in a curriculum with a proficiency level
higher thanl. This is possible by means of the “always less than level” constraint, shown in Figure 3
fourth row. The LTL formula�(k < l) expresses this fact (it is the negation of the previous one).As a
special case, when the levell is one (�(k < 1)), the competencyk must never appear in a curriculum.

• Requirements: A requirement, represented by a double box – see Figure 3, second row – specifies that
before starting the learning process, the learner must own the competencek at least at levell. This is
represented by the logic formula(k ≥ l).
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Competence representation

(k, l)

Initial competence (Requirement)

(k, l)
(k, l), i.e.(k ≥ l)

Competence must be acquired at least at levell (Goal)

(k, l)

≥

♦(k, l). i.e.♦(k ≥ l)
Competence always less than levell (Goal)
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Figure 3. DCML representation of competences, conjunctionsand disjunctions of competences.

In DCML it is possible to representDisjunctive Normal Form(DNF) formulas asconjunctionsand
disjunctionsof competences1. Graphically, a conjunction of basic constraints is represented by a circle
with a “∧” symbol inside, having as many incoming arrows as conjuncts. A disjunction, instead, can
compose both basic constraints and conjuncts of constraints. Graphically – Figure 3, last two rows – it is
represented by a circle with a “∨” symbol inside, the disjuncts are connected to it by means ofarrows.

Let k be a competence, we denote by(k, l) the constraintk ≥ l and by¬(k, l) the constraintk < l. A
conjunctive competence formulacf is a conjunction of atomic competence constraintscf = (k1, l1) ∧
· · ·∧(kn, ln). A conjunction can also be interpreted as the set of constraintscf = {(k1, l1), . . . , (kn, ln)}.
To help the expression of LTL formulas we introduce the functions:

• negation(cf) =
∧

(ki,li)∈cf ¬(ki, li);
• existence(cf) =

∧
(ki,li)∈cf ♦(ki, li);

• absence(cf) =
∧

(ki,li)∈cf �¬(ki, li).

A disjunctive normal competence formuladnf is a disjunction of conjunctive competence formulas,
dnf = cf1 ∨ · · · ∨ cfn. Again, we also denote a disjunctive normal competence formula as a set of
conjunctive competence formulasdnf = {cf1, . . . , cfn}. Therefore, a disjunctive normal competence
formula is a set of sets of atomic competences.

3.2 Constraints among competences

Besides the representation of competences and of constraints on competences, DCML allows the repre-
sentation ofrelationsamong competences. These relations are represented as different kinds of arrows.
It is also possible to represent “negative relations” by using two vertical lines to break the arrow that
represents the constraint.

There are three main kinds of relation:

1A DNF formula is an expression having the form(a1,1 ∧ a1,2 ∧ . . .) ∨ (a2,1 ∧ a2,2 ∧ . . .) ∨ . . ..
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(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
♦(k1, l1) ⊃ ♦(k2, l2)
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then competence(k2, l2) must be
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(k1, l1) (k2, l2) ♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (♦(k2, l2) ∧
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then competence(k2, l2) must be
acquired after or at the same time

Negative before (k1, l1) not before(k2, l2)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
¬(k1, l1) U ((k2, l2) ∧ ¬(k1, l1))
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be acquired before or at the
same time of(k2, l2)
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(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
♦(k1, l1) ⊃ �¬(k2, l2)
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then competence(k2, l2) cannot be
acquired
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(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2)∨
“(k1, l1) not before
(k2, l2)”)

If competence(k1, l1) is acquired,
then either competence(k2, l2) al-
ready holds when(k1, l1) is ac-
quired or it is never achieved

Figure 4. DCML representation of basic constraints among competences. Arrows can connect not only competences but also conjunctions
and disjunctions of competences, see Figure 2.

• before: this relation expresses the fact that in order to acquire a competence, another competence is to
be owned in advance;

• implication: this relation means that if at some point a competence is acquired, also some other com-
petence must already be owned by the learner or it must be learnt in the future;

• succession: means that when a competence is acquired, then another is tobe be acquired in the future.

Before

Arrows ending with a little-ball, Figure 4, express thebeforetemporal constraint between two compe-
tences. “(k1, l1) before(k2, l2)” requires that(k1, l1) holdsbefore(k2, l2). This constraint can be used
to express that to understand some topic (e.g.,k2 at least at the levell2), some proficiency of another
is required as precondition (in the example,k1 at least at the levell1). It is important to underline that
if the antecedent never becomes true, also the consequent must be invariably false; this is expressed by
the LTL formula¬(k2, l2) U (k1, l1). More generally, in presence of DNF formulas as antecedent and
consequence of a “before” relation, we have the following definition for “dnf1 beforednf2”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

negation(cfj) U cfi

With reference to Figure 2 – bottom-left side of the picture, the competences (critical sectionpro-
blem, 1), (mutualexclusion, 1) and (commit&rollback, 1) are necessary for the user to understand
the competence (concurrentcontrol in db systems, 2). Hence, the curricula model contains a con-
straint: (critical sectionproblem, 1) ∧ (mutualexclusion, 1) ∧ (commit&rollback, 1) before(concur-
rent control in db systems, 2).

A constraint of kind “(k1, l1) not before (k2, l2)” specifies thatk1 cannot be acquired up to
level l1 before or in the same state when(k2, l2) is acquired. The corresponding LTL formula is
¬(k1, l1) U ((k2, l2) ∧ ¬(k1, l1)). Notice that this is not obtained by simply negating the before rela-
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tion but it is weaker; the negation ofbeforewould impose the acquisitionof the concepts specified as
consequents (in fact, the formula would contain a strong until instead of a weak until), thenot before
does not. More generally, in presence of DNF formulas, “dnf1 not beforednf2” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

negation(cfi) U (cfj ∧ negation(cfi))

As an example, the constraint (distributedqueryoptimization, 2) ∧ (queryoptimization, 3) not be-
fore (sql language, 2) represents the fact that competences (distributedqueryoptimization, 2) and
(queryoptimization, 3) cannot be acquired before or in the same state in which thecompe-
tence (sql language, 2) is acquired. The reason could be thatdistributedqueryoptimization and
queryoptimizationare more difficult topics and learners need time to get acquainted with them.

Another interesting way to use this constraint is describedby the following example: (Javapro-
gramming, 4) not before (Javaprogramming, 2). In this way we express that the competency
Javaprogrammingis too important (in a certain curricula model) and from a pedagogical point of view,
it cannot be acquired immediately at advanced level. Instead, the student has to acquire it in two subse-
quent steps: intermediate (proficiency level 2) and then advanced (proficiency level 4 in the example).

Implication

Before relation represent temporal constraint between competences. Theimplication relation, for ex-
ample “(k1, l1) implies(k2, l2)”, denoted by arrows starting with a little-ball (see Figure 4), specifies,
instead, that if a competencyk1 holds at least at the levell1, some other competencyk2 must be ac-
quired,sooneror later, at least at the levell2. The main characteristic of the implication, is that the
acquisition of the consequent is imposed by the truth value of the antecedent, but, in case this one is
true, it does not specify when the consequent must be achieved (it could be before, after or in the same
state of the antecedent). This is expressed by the LTL formula♦(k1, l1) ⊃ ♦(k2, l2). More generally,
in presence of DNF formulas as antecedent and consequence ofa “implication” relation, we have the
following definition for “dnf1 impliesdnf2”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ existence(cfj)

As an example, let us consider the constraint, Figure 2, (distributeddatabasesystems, 2) im-
plies (distributedqueryoptimization, 2). This constraint imposes that if the competence (dis-
tributed databasesystems, 2) is acquired, also (distributedqueryoptimization, 2) must be acquired
sooner or later. Generally, the implication constraint is useful to express that when a learner acquires
a certain competence, for the sake of completeness, the learner should also have another competence; if
he/she does not have it yet he/she will have to acquire it by the end of the curriculum. To have a better
intuition, this is the case of the two algorithmsbreadthfirst searchanddepthfirst search. Of course, it
is not necessary to know one of them in order to understand theother but with the implication we can
impose that if one of them is acquired, also the other one mustbe owned by the student before the end
of the curriculum: (breadthfirst search, l1) implies(depthfirst search, l2).

“(k1, l1) not implies(k2, l2)” expresses that if(k1, l1) is acquiredk2 cannot be acquired at levell2;
as an LTL formula:♦(k1, l1) ⊃ �¬(k2, l2). Again, we choose to use a weaker formula than the natural
negation of the implication relation because the simple negation of formulas,♦(k1, l1) ∧ �¬(k2, l2),
would impose the presence of certain concepts (k1 at least at levell1, in the example). More generally,
in presence of DNF formulas, “dnf1 not impliesdnf2” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ absence(cfj)

This kind of constraint is useful to express the fact that two competences A and B, considered as equiv-
alent to one another, should be mutually exclusive. We can capture this by using the pair of constraints:
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A not impliesB, andB not impliesA. This is analogous, though at the level of competences and notat
the level of courses, to a kind of constraint proposed in Wu & Havens (2005), expressing the fact that
equivalent courses are not to be used in a same curriculum.

Succession

The last constraint issuccession(arrows starting and ending with a little-ball, Figure 4). “(k2, l2)
succeeds(k1, l1)” specifies that if(k1, l1) is acquired, afterwards(k2, l2) is also achieved; otherwise,
the level ofk2 is not important. This is a difference w.r.t. thebeforeconstraint where, when the an-
tecedent is never acquired, the consequent must be invariably false. Indeed, thesuccessionspecifies
a condition of the kindif k1 ≥ l1 then k2 ≥ l2, while before represents a constraint without any
conditional premise. Instead, the fact that the consequentmust be acquired after the antecedent is
what differentiatesimplication from succession. Succession constraint is expressed by the LTL for-
mula ♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (♦(k2, l2) ∧ (¬(k2, l2) U (k1, l1))). More generally, in presence of DNF formulas
as antecedent and consequence of a “succession” relation, we have the following definition for “dnf2

succeedsdnf1”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ (existence(cfj) ∧ “cfi beforecfj” )

This constraint specifies an ordering on the acquisition of twocompetences. It can be used, for instance,
to express a pedagogical constraint stating that after a learner has acquired some theoretical competence
about a specific topic, the same learner must also acquire somepractical skill about the same topic. An
example, which is not included in Figure 2 is the following: (Oracle DBMS, l1) succeeds(DBMS, l2).
The constraint specifies that after the acquisition of knowledge about DBMS (at the proficiency level
l2), also skills about the Oracle DBMS is to be acquired (at the proficiency levell1).

“(k2, l2) not succeeds(k1, l1)” imposes that a certain competence,(k2, l2), cannot be acquired af-
ter another,(k1, l1), either it was acquired before, or it will never be acquired.As LTL formula, it is
♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2)∨ “(k1, l1) not before(k2, l2)”). Similarly to the previous negative constraints,
we choose to use a weaker formula than the natural negation ofthe succession relation because the
simple negation of formulas,♦(k1, l1) ∧ (�¬(k2, l2) ∨ ¬ “(k1, l1) before(k2, l2)”), would impose the
presence of certain concepts (k1 at least at levell1, in the example). More generally, in presence of DNF
formulas, “dnf2 not succeedsdnf1” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ (absence(cfj) ∨ “cfi not beforecfj” )

4 Representation of Curricula

In general, a curriculum may be represented with one or several learning paths to be attended,optionally
or as anobligation. We represent curricula by means of UMLactivity diagrams(OMG, 2007; Marengo,
2008). The diagram captures essentially the “student personal process” to achieve the final degree. In
the simplest case, a curriculum is asequence of courses, that we represent asactivities in the resource
model (see Section 2, Resource Model), causingtransitionsfrom the initial set of competences (possibly
empty) of a learner (included in the learner model) up to a finalstate that will contain the acquired
competences. As mentioned, we assume that, as an effect of attending courses, competences are only
added to states and that competence levels can only grow. Along the line of Baldoni et al. (2004a, 2005,
2006b), we interpret courses (activities) as actions, thatcan be executed given that their preconditions
hold. By executing an activity, a set of post-conditions, the effects, will become true (the learner will
acquire new competences).

Example 4.1 Let us consider again the example in Section 2:

resourcename: Biology II
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Figure 5. Activity diagram representing a curriculum with mandatory and additional, student chosen, courses. Swimlanesrepresent the se-
quencings of courses. Vertical divisions capture the different milestones (semesters).

preconditions: (cell structure, intermediate), (proteinstructures, beginner)
effects: (enzymes, advanced), (immunesystems, intermediate), (molecularbiology, advanced)

The activityBiology II is executable at some point of a learning path, if at that point the learner has
already acquired the competences (cell structure, intermediate), (protein structures, beginner). After
the transition, caused by the execution of the activityBiology II , the learner will be in a state that also
includes the competences: (enzymes, advanced), (immunesystems, intermediate), (molecularbiology,
advanced).

UML activity diagrams are well suited for representing curricula for many reasons. They may contain
activities with pre- and post- conditions, combined in complex paths and possibly aggregated. Activity
diagrams are rich enough to represent alternative, intermediate states and conditional paths. Moreover,
they allow the distinction of courses with different duration (in time), the distinction of mandatory learn-
ing paths and additional (optional) learning paths, and thedecomposition of an activity in sub-activities
up to the desired granularity.

Figure 5 reports an example. Thehorizontal partition(swimlanesin UML) allows the distinction of
mandatory and additional learning paths. With reference tothe example, the curriculum includes three
additional pathways (Networks and Programming, Databases, andBioinformatics), that can alternatively
be used to complement the mandatory pathway.Vertical partitionsprovide information about activities
with different duration. In this case, we have used as time references the usual distinction, in years and
semesters, implemented in universities. The beginning/ending points of the semesters correspond to a set
of milestones: this temporal organization will be used to identify those states, at which the verification
will be applied (see below for an example). In previous works(Melia & Pahl, 2007b; Baldoni et al.,
2007b), instead, courses wereatemporaland each state was tied to the simulation of a single course.
The introduction of durations allows a more realistic representation of the curricula and, especially, of
the dependencies between competences. Therefore, we can easily see that the courseLogics (in the
mandatory pathway) is delivered during the first semester, while the courseOperating Systems(in the
same pathway) is delivered in the third and fourth semesters.

The swimlanes that represent additional learning paths can be used to captureone-timechoices of
the learners. Due the semantics of UML activity diagrams, each learner has to choose one of the op-
tional learning paths in order to complete its curriculum. However, as a particular case, it is possible
to include an empty swimlane when the learner has the right ofignoring all of the optional pathways.
For instance, once the learner has decided to become “database specialist”, he/she has to complete the
mandatory pathway, by merging it with the process represented in the swimlaneDatabases. Figure 6
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Figure 6. Example of a possible pathway obtained from the curriculum in Figure 5 by merging the mandatory pathway with the Databases
additional pathway.

shows the curriculum resulting by merging the mandatory learning path and theDatabaseslearning path
in Figure 5. It should also be noted that processes representing a curriculum are onlyviewscombining
activities. This is very compatible with UML activity diagrams where it is possible to reuse, in distinct
contexts, activities defined once.

Another case to consider is when some two-semester course overlaps in time with another course. With
reference to our example, Figure 5 Databases swimlane, the courseArtificial Intelligencespans over the
third and the fourth semesters, partially overlapping withthe Database IIcourse (held in parallel in
the third semester). We cannot expect thatDatabase IIsupplies competences that are preconditions to
Artificial Intelligence. This issue can be solved once again by exploiting UMLpartitions. In fact, time
overlapping can be handled by regulating the size and the relative position of the vertical partitions, i.e. by
usingmilestones. The “timed semantics” remains underspecified and may be approached in the classical
way by introducing time-dependent constraints on activityedges (or, on top of the interpretation of the
UML superstructure specification – that often does not provide a sufficient level of detail – constraints
attached to the partitions themselves).

5 Validation of curricula

The kinds pedagogical validation foreseen by the proposed authoring architecture are inter-conceptual
and performed after the construction of a curriculum. In other terms, given a curriculum expressed as a
UML activity diagram, it is possible to verify that all of itspossible executions:

(1) allow the achievement of the user’slearning goal, contained in thelearner model;
(2) do not show anycompetence gapw.r.t theresource model;
(3) satisfy the constraints in thecurricula model.

All these validation tasks have been implemented by exploiting model checking techniques. Model
checking is normally use to verify the properties of system.Two elements are needed: the set of facts
that one wants to verify and the relevant aspects of the system that are needed to verify those facts (Holz-
mann, 2003). In our case, the system is the curriculum, whilethe facts to verify are respectively given by
the learner model, the resource model or the curricula model, depending on the validation at issue. SPIN,
by G. J. Holzmann (Holzmann, 2003), is one of the best known tools of this kind, for LTL formulas. In
order to perform the validation tasks, our proposal is to useSPIN, to translate the UML activity diagram,
that encodes the curriculum, in a Promela program (where Promela is the language used by SPIN), and,
then, to verify whether this program satisfies the LTL formulaswhich encode the facts to prove. We
perform the three validation tasks at the same time.

The use of SPIN is orthogonal to the semantics of LTL. Any model checker for this logic or any
optimized algorithm that allows the same verifications couldbe used instead of it. This is the advantage of
adopting a declarative semantics for the curricula model. The important thing is that the implementation
is proved sound w.r.t. the LTL semantics. The choice of SPIN is dueto the fact that SPIN can tackle
anyLTL formula, and this gave us some freedom while we were definingthe semantics of the various
DCML operators because we did not have to modify in any way themodel checker. Moreover, when a
model does not satisfy some LTL formula (or assertion), SPIN produces acounterexamplethat shows
the violation. This is very important in order to return feedbacks to the users, that help in correcting
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curricula (or curricula models).
Let us now introduce how a UML activity diagram, that expresses a curriculum, can be translated into

a Promela program. In the literature, we can find some proposalsto translate UML activity diagrams
into Promela programs, such as Gallardo et al. (2002); Guelfi &Mammar (2005). These proposals have
a different purpose than ours and they cannot directly be used to perform the translation that we need to
perform the verifications we list above, however, it is possible to follow them as guidelines to perform our
translation. Generally, their aim is debugging UML designs, by helping UML designers to write sound
diagrams. The translation proposed in the following, instead, aims to simulate, by means of a Promela
program, the acquisition of competencies by attending courses contained in an activity diagram. The
verification process is, in a way, a simulation of the learningpaths that can be obtained by combining the
mandatory and the optional swimlanes in the UML activity diagram. Every milestone corresponds to a
state, containing specific competences – all those acquired up to that point, partly because belonging to
the learner from the very beginning and partly because achieved by attending courses. Theinitial state
contains all the facts concerning the user at issue, which are contained in the learner model. Thefinal
statecontains the competences that are gained by using the various learning resources which lay upon
the followed learning path.

We represent all the competences involved by a UML activity diagram asinteger variables. In the
beginning, only those variables that represent the initialknowledge owned by the learner are set to a
value greater than zero.Coursesare represented as actions that can modify the value of such variables.
Since we suppose that the learner’s knowledge can only grow, also the value of variables can only grow.

The Promela program produced by the translation simulates theway competences are acquired, up-
dating the set of the achieved competences at every step. Steps correspond to the various milestones into
which the curriculum is organized. For instance, in Figure 5 we identify the initial state, a second state
corresponding to the end of the first semester, another corresponding to the end of the second semester,
and so on, up to a final state, corresponding to the end of the curriculum1. Hereafter, we report the top
level of the program corresponding to Figure 5:

1 proctype C u r r i c u l u m V e r i f i c a t i o n ( ) {
2 m i l e s t o n e 1 ( ) ;
3 m i l e s t o n e 2 ( ) ;
4 m i l e s t o n e 3 ( ) ;
5 m i l e s t o n e 4 ( ) ;
6 m i l e s t o n e 5 ( ) ;
7 Learn ingGoa l ( ) ;
8 }

In order for the curriculum to contain nocompetence gap, it is sufficient that all themilestoneprocedures
are completed successfully. In order to understand how milestones are implemented, let us see, first, how
courses are encoded. Eachcourseis represented by its preconditions and its effects. For example, the
courseDatabaseII is encoded as follows:

1 i n l i n e p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e d a t a b a s eI I ( ) {
2 a s s e r t ( i ndexes>=2 && r e l a t i o n a l m o d e l>= 2 &&
3 e n t i t y r e l a t i o n s h i p m o d e l >=2);
4 }
5

6 i n l i n e e f f e c t s c o u r s e d a t a b a s eI I ( ) {
7 SetCompe tenceS ta te ( o b j e c td a t a b a s e , 3 ) ;
8 SetCompe tenceS ta te ( o b j e c td e f i n i t i o n l a n g u a g e , 2 ) ;
9 SetCompe tenceS ta te ( o b j e c tq u e r y l a n g u a g e , 2 ) ;

10 SetCompe tenceS ta te ( o b j e c tr e l a t i o n a l , 3 ) ;
11 SetCompe tenceS ta te ( q u e r yo p t i m i z a t i o n , 3 ) ;
12 }

The SPIN instructionassertverifies the truth value of its condition, which in our case is the precondition
to the course. If violated, SPIN interrupts its execution and reports about it.SetCompetenceStateis used
in the implementation of the effects of a course: it affects the current state, by adding new competences

1In this article we report only some parts of the Promela programobtained by translating the example in Figure 5. The whole program, as well
as the LTL formulas corresponding to the whole curricula modelin Figure 2, are available athttp://www.di.unito.it/ ˜ emarengo/
DCMLexamples .
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or by increasing the level of proficiency of some competence. If all the learning paths represented by
the translated UML activity diagram haveno competence gap, no assertion violation will be detected.
Otherwise, a counterexample will be returned that corresponds to a sequence of courses bringing about
the violation, thus, giving a precise feedback to the student/teacher/instructional designer.

Generally speaking, a milestone implements a transition inthe learning process where: (1) all the
preconditions of the courses attended in that phase are checked; (2) all the effects of courses attended in
that phase are added to the state. If some preconditions are not satisfied a competence gap is identified. If
the curriculum contains various possible learning paths, every milestone verifies the mandatory courses
and simulates all of the different alternatives concerningoptional courses. This is done by means of the
introduction of an array of variables, that is used to discriminate among the alternative paths.

1 i n l i n e m i l e s t o n e 1 ( ){
2 atomic{
3 p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e c o m p u t e r s c i e n c e I ( ) ;
4 p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e l o g i c s ( )
5

6 i f
7 : : t rue −>
8 i f
9 : : ( C programming< PATH 1 ) −> p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [ 1 ] = 1 ;

10 p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e p r i n c i p l e s o f p r o g r a m m i n g ( ) ;
11 : : e l s e −> p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [ 1 ]= PATH2 ;
12 f i ;
13 p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [ 0 ] = PATH1 ;
14 : : t rue −>
15 p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [ 0 ] = PATH2 ;
16 : : t rue −>
17 p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e p r o b a b i l i t y a n d s t a t i s t i c s ( ) ;
18 p r e c o n d i t i o n s c o u r s e b i o l o g y I ( ) ;
19 p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [ 0 ] = PATH3 ;
20 f i ;
21

22 e f f e c t s c o u r s e c o m p u t e r s c i e n c e I ( ) ;
23 e f f e c t s c o u r s e l o g i c s ( ) ;
24

25 i f
26 : : ( p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [0 ]==PATH1 ) −>
27 i f
28 : : ( p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [1 ]==PATH1 ) −>
29 e f f e c t s c o u r s e p r i n c i p l e s o f p r o g r a m m i n g ( ) ;
30 : : ( p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [1 ]==PATH2 ) −> sk ip ;
31 f i ;
32 : : ( p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [0 ]==PATH2 ) −> sk ip ;
33 : : ( p a t h a d d i t i o n a l [0 ]==PATH3 ) −>
34 e f f e c t s c o u r s e p r o b a b i l i t y a n d s t a t i s t i c s ( ) ;
35 e f f e c t s c o u r s e b i o l o g y I ( ) ;
36 f i ;
37 }
38 }

The last instruction of the processCurriculumVerification, which is applied only if the curriculum can be
executed to its end, isLearningGoal. LearningGoalchecks whether theuser’s learning goalis satisfied,
by applying a test on the knowledge in the final state. For example, a learner interested in event-driven
programming, concurrent programming, and file systems couldhave the goal:

1 i n l i n e Learn ingGoa l ( ) {
2 a s s e r t (
3 e v e n t d r i v e n p r o g r a m m i n g >= 2 &&
4 concu r ren t p rog ramming >= 2 &&
5 f i l e s y s t e m s >= 1
6 ) ;
7 }

To check if the curriculum complies to a curricula model, first, the curricula model is turned into the
corresponding LTL formulas, by applying the translations given in Section 3. Notice that SPIN uses
strong until “U” and notweak until“U”, as we have done, therefore, we use the equivalence relation
φ U ψ ≡ (φUψ) ∨ �φ. Then, it is possible to apply SPIN and check if every possible learning path
satisfies them. Since all the DCML constraints are in conjunction with each other, it is possible to check
them one at a time, thus reducing the complexity of the problem drastically, because the automaton
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resulting for a single constraint is small. As soon as a constraint verification fails, the procedure stops.

6 Implementation in the Personal Reader Framework

We designed the Personal Reader (PR) Framework (http://www.personal-reader.de/ ) as a
tool and test-bed for creating applications in the Semantic Web. It offers an environment for designing,
implementing and realizing Web content readers using a service-oriented approach, for a more detailed
description, see Henze & Krause (2006). In applications based on the Personal Reader Framework, users
can select and combine – plug together – the personalizationsupport they want to receive. The framework
has already been used for developing Web Content Readers that present online materials in an embedded
context (Baumgartner et al., 2005; Henze, 2005; Abel et al.,2006).

Figure 7. Personal Reader Framework Overview.

Figure 7 gives a brief overview of the main components of the PR architecture. A typical PR appli-
cation consists of three types of services.Personalization services(PService) provide personalization
functionalities: they deliver personalized recommendations for content, as requested by the user and
obtained or extracted from the Semantic Web. TheSyndication Services(SynService) realize the user
interface and facilitate interoperability with the other services in the framework, e.g. it allows for the
discovery of the applications’ interfaces by a portal. TheConnectoris a single central instance respon-
sible for controlling the communication between user interface and personalization services. It selects
services based on their semantic description and the requirements by the SynService. The Connector
protects – by means of a public-key-infrastructure (PKI) – the communication among the involved par-
ties. It also supports the customization and invocation of services and interacts with a user modelling
service, called theUMService, which maintains a central user model.

The Personal Reader architecture requires web services to be described in OWL-S, and also exploits
taxonomies (Abel et al., 2006) for describing services, their capabilities and their configurable options
(required for personalization). This information is used for accomplishing the service selection task
by the Connector (see Figure 7). Notice that the aims of the PR are, however, different than those of
frameworks like WSMO (Roman et al., 2005) and IRS-III (Cabral et al., 2006): the focus, in fact, is not to
provide a generic framework to create web service compositions but to configure web services according
to user and application requirements, and select services based on their personalization functionality.

For the implementation of the Curriculum Planning and Validation Application, the User Interface
(SynService) was realized using Servlets and JSP Pages. Other applications, like the MyEar sys-
tem (Henze & Krause, 2006) also use active scripting approaches (Java Script and Ajax) for creating
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adaptive user interfaces. For the actual data processing and personalization, two PServices were imple-
mented, one for performing thecurriculum sequencingtask, the other hosting thevalidation engine.

6.1 Metadata Description of Courses

To apply our ideas to a real world scenario, we created the resource model (a corpus of courses) by
extracting information from an existing database. We used the Lixto (Baumgartner et al., 2001) tool
to extract the needed data from the web-pages provided by theHIS-LSF (http://www.his.de/ )
system of the University of Hannover. This approach was chosen based on our experience with Lixto in
thePersonal Publication Reader(Baumgartner et al., 2005) project, where we used Lixto for creating
the bibliographic database by crawling the publication pages of all the REWERSE partners. The use of
Lixto is motivated by the fact that a lot of information about courses and academic activities is already
on-line, though its representation does not include a semantic annotation and it is unlikely that such an
annotation will be added manually in the future. Hence the need of adopting a tool that is capable of
extracting such a semantic annotation automatically. The effort to adapt our existing tool for the new
data source was only small. From the extracted metadata we created the RDF knowledge base. For each
of the courses, the course name, catalog identifier, semester, the number of credit points, effects and
preconditions, and the type, e.g. laboratory, seminar, or regular course with examinations in the end, was
recorded. Figure 8 shows the metadata properties of the courseDigital Image Processing.

Figure 8. Metadata for the courseDigital Image Processingfrom the Hannover course database.

As it turned out, the biggest problem was that the quality of most of the information in the database
is insufficient, largely because of inconsistencies in the description of prerequisites and effects of the
courses. Additionally the corpus was not annotated using a common set of terms, but each author and de-
partment secretary used a slightly varying vocabulary in the descriptions that they edited, instead of rely-
ing on a common classification system, like e.g. the ACM Computing Classification System (ACM CCS
http://www.acm.org/class/ ).

As a consequence, we focussed only on a subset of the courses (computer science and engineering
courses), and manually post-processed the harvested data.In our system, courses are annotated with
prerequisites and effects, which correspond to either required or supplied competences. After the auto-
matic extraction of effects and preconditions, the collected terms were spell-checked and harmonized,
synonyms were removed and annotations were corrected wherenecessary. The resulting corpus had a
total of 65 courses left, with 390 effects and 146 preconditions.
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6.2 The User Interface and Syndication Service

The Syndication service (SynService) is responsible for creating the user interface to present to the
learner, for requesting the necessary personalization functions from the connector, as well as all for
the communication between the different Web services. In particular, it identifies the user and presents
him/her an interface that allows the selection of the competences to be acquired. Furthermore, it has to
display the results of the planning and validation processes (see Figure 9), allowing for further refinement
of the created plans.

User can select the
effects / knowledge
she wants to acquire

The system displays
the result in a way, so

the user can add,
remove, modify ele-
ments in her plan

The user can submit an
existing plan or re-use

one stored in her
profile

The system shows a
summary of the
validation step

PLANNER
SWI-Prolog

The system
validates the plan

The system
validates the plan

Generating the plan
from the request

The user can go back
to refine her plan

VALIDATION
SPIN model checker

VALIDATION
SPIN model checker

Figure 9. The Actions supported by the User Interface.

The curriculum sequencing and the validation tasks are delegated to two independent Personalization
Services, theCurriculum Planning PService, and theCurriculum Validation PService. Because of the
Plug & Play nature of the infrastructure, the two PServices can beused by other applications (SynSer-
vices) as well (Figure 9). It is also possible to use additional PServices by extending the SynService so
to provide additional planning and validation capabilities to our application. The current implementation
of the Curriculum Planning and Validation Prototypes can be reached via the Projects page of the Per-
sonal Reader Homepagehttp://personal-reader.de . The initial learning goal selection page
contains fields for up to three required goals, as well as the number of credit points to achieve and the
number of plans to generate.

6.3 Automatic construction of curricula: the Curriculum Planning PService

We have developed a simple service for building personalized curricula, which has been integrated as a
Plug & Play personalization service in the Personal Reader architecture. The curriculum ispersonalized
in the sense that it allows a user to reach his/her learning goals, starting from the current competences
the user has, which are included in the user model.

Figure 10. Curriculum Planning Web Service.
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The planner was implemented as a Prolog program, so we had to embed a Prolog reasoner into the Web
service. The planner executes a simpledepth-first forward planning(an early prototype was presented in
(Baldoni et al., 2006a)), where actions cannot be applied more than once. The algorithm is simple:

(1) starting from the initial state, the set ofapplicableactions (those whose preconditions are con-
tained in the current state) is identified;

(2) one of such actions is selected and its application is simulated leading to a new state;
(3) the new state is obtained by adding to the previous one thecompetencies supplied as effects of

the selected action;
(4) the procedure is repeated until either the goal is reached or a state is reached, in which no action

can be applied and the learning goal is not satisfied;
(5) in the latter situation, backtracking is applied to lookfor another solution.

The procedure will eventually end because the set of possiblecourses is finite and each is applied at
most once (the trivial assumption is that a course can be attended only once). If the goal is achieved, the
sequence of courses that label the transitions leading fromthe initial to the final state is returned as the
resultingcurriculum. If desired, the backtracking mechanism allows the collection of a set of alternative
solutions to present to the user.

Figure 10 gives an overview over the components in the currentimplementation. The Web service im-
plements the Personalization Service (PServicefor short, see Henze & Krause (2006)) interface, defined
by the Personal Reader framework, which allows for the processing of RDF documents and for inquir-
ing about the services capabilities. TheJava-to-Prolog Connectorruns the SWI-Prolog executable in a
sub-process; essentially it passes the RDF document containing the requestas-isto the Prolog system,
and collects the results, already represented as RDF.

The curriculum planning task itself is accomplished by a reasoning engine, which has been imple-
mented in SWI-Prolog (http://www.swi-prolog.org/ ). The interesting thing of using SWI-
Prolog is that it contains a semantic web library allowing to deal with RDF statements. Since all the
inputs are sent to the reasoner in aRDF request document, it actually simplifies the process of inter-
facing the planner with the Personal Reader. In particular the request document contains: a) links to the
RDF document containing the database of courses, annotatedwith metadata (the resource model), b) a
reference to the learner model, including the user’s actuallearning goal, i.e. a set of competences that
the learner would like to acquire, and that concern competencies belonging to thedomain model. The
reasoner can also deal with information about credits provided by the courses, when the user sets a credit
constraint together with the learning goal.

At the end of the process, aRDF response documentis returned as an output. It contains a list of plans
(learning paths) that fulfill the learner model. The maximum number of possible solutions can be set
by the learner in the request document. Notice that further information stored in the learner model is
used at this stage for adapting the presentation of the solutions, here simple hints are used torank higher
those plans that include topics for which the user has expressed a special interest. Figure 11 shows the
output generated by the syndication service for the generated plan, decoded from the RDF response
document. The interface also provides the means for the learner to modify the plan and submit it for
further validation.

6.4 The Curricula Validation PService: current state of the implementation

Given a curriculum, it is possible to perform post-construction validation tasks in order to verify if the
curriculum allows the achievement of the learning goal, if it contains competence gaps, and if it satisfies
the constraints of a given curricula model, by following theprocess described in Figure 12. Once a
curricula model is defined, it can be translated into a LTL formula by following the process described in
Section 5.

For what concerns the interaction of the learner with the validation system, there is the need of allowing
the learner to insert the curriculum to be validated into thesystem. The easiest way for allowing anäıve
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Figure 11. Output of the Planning Step.

Figure 12. The validation w.r.t. a curricula model: process workflow.

user, like the average student, to perform this task is to ask him/her to enter a sequence of courses,
corresponding to the desired curriculum, by using a web interface (as it was done, for instance, in the
WLog system (Baldoni et al., 2004a)). A linear plan is the simplest kind of curriculum that can be
captured by means of an activity diagram, however, this choice makes sense because it is unlikely that
the student learns to exploit the full potential of an activity diagram-based representation in order to
express curricula. A good handling of activity diagrams requires, in fact, some expertise that the naı̈ve
user does not have. Moreover, since the planning PService produces linear plans, it is also possible to
compose the effect of the planning process with the validation service, in order to check the compliance
of an automatically generated curriculum with a given curricula model.

The full potential of activity diagrams can, instead, be exploited by the instructional designer, when
he/she faces the task of building and proposing new educational paths, which may, for instance, include
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Figure 13. A screenshot of the DCML designer.

a mandatory part and one or more (alternative) options. In this case, the interaction will not necessarily
be performed via the browser. The designer can, in fact, writeactivity diagrams by means of standard
UML design system. Moreover, for helping the instructionaldesigner in the construction of curricula
models, we have developed an Eclipse plugin (theDCML Designer, see Figure 13 (Pistamiglio, 2007)).
This tool is thought for being used by theinstructional designersof an academic institute. The task of
an instructional designer is to define the educational offer of the institute and the curricula models that
must be respected by the curricula defined by the students.

In order to perform the check that a curriculum does not show competence gaps and supplies the
user’s learning goal, it is required to interface the Validation PService with the RDF course descriptions
(contained in the resource model) and with the learner model. This can be done along the lines of what
we have described in the previous section by translating a curriculum into Promela code.

7 Extending DCML to deal with time proximity

The constraints presented in Section 3 express temporal relations which do not capture the time prox-
imity between the acquisitions of two competences. It is often the case, however, when by saying that
a competence is to be acquired, for instance, before anothercompetence, the designer actually means
“immediately before”, e.g. in the previous semester. In order to express this stronger kind of relations we
have extended the core of DCML by adding the notions ofimmediateness. All the relations that we have
introduced (see Figure 4) have a correspondent stronger version: immediate before, immediate implica-
tion, immediate successionand their negations. Graphically, the notion of immediateness is represented
by double arrows (see Figure 14). In the following we briefly introduce these new relations, whose def-
initions exploit the temporal logic operatornext-time: ©ϕ means that the formulaϕ holds in the next
state of the run.

Immediate before

Immediate before(see Figure 14) is represented by means of a double line arrow that ends with a
little-ball. The constraint(k1, l1) immediate before(k2, l2) imposes that(k1, l1) holds before(k2, l2)
and the latter either is true in the next state w.r.t. the one in which (k1, l1) becomes true ork2 never
reaches the levell2. The difference w.r.t thebeforeconstraint is that it imposes that the two competences
are acquiredin sequence. The corresponding LTL formula is “(k1, l1) before(k2, l2)” ∧�((k1, l1) ⊃
(©(k2, l2)∨�¬(k2, l2))). More generally, in presence of DNF formulas as antecedent and consequence
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Immediately before:(k1, l1) immediately before(k2, l2)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)

“(k1, l1) before(k2, l2)”
∧�((k1, l1) ⊃ (©(k2, l2) ∨ �¬(k2, l2)))

If the competence(k1, l1) is acquired, then it must be
acquired in the state that precedes the one in which
competence(k2, l2) is acquired

Immediately implication:(k1, l1) immediately implies(k2, l2)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)

♦(k1, l1) ⊃ ♦(k2, l2) ∧ �((k1, l1) ⊃ ©(k2, l2))

If the competence(k1, l1) is acquired in a certain state,
in the following one the competence(k2, l2) must hold
(not necessarily acquired)

Immediately succession:(k2, l2) immediately succeeds(k1, l1)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
“(k2, l2) succeeds(k1, l1)” ∧�((k1, l1) ⊃ ©(k2, l2))

If (k1, l1) is acquired, then(k2, l2) must be acquired in
the same state or in the following one

Negative immediately before:(k1, l1) not immediately before(k2, l2)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
¬(k1, l1) U ((k2, l2) ∧ ¬(k1, l1))

Competence(k1, l1) cannot hold in the state that pre-
cedes the one in which(k2, l2) is acquired

Negative immediately implication:(k1, l1) not immediately implies(k2, l2)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)
♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2) ∨ ♦((k1, l1) ∧©¬(k2, l2)))

If competence(k1, l1) is acquired, then in the following
state(k2, l2) cannot hold (i.e.k2 < l2).

Negative immediately succession:(k2, l2) not immediately succeeds(k1, l1)

(k1, l1) (k2, l2)

♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2)∨ “(k1, l1) not before(k2, l2)”
∨♦((k1, l1) ∧©¬(k2, l2)))

If (k1, l1) is acquired then(k2, l2) cannot be acquired
in the same state or in the following one (thus, it can
be acquired before the acquisition of(k1, l1), after the
state that follows it or it could never be acquired)

Figure 14. DCML notations for immediate before, immediate implication, immediate succession, and their negations.

of a “immediate before” relation, we have the following definition for “dnf1 immediate beforednf2”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

“cfi beforecfj” ∧ �(cfi ⊃ (next(cfj) ∨ absence(cfj)))

wherenext(cf) =
∧

(ki,li)∈cf ©(ki, li).

Example 7.1 As an example, with reference to Figure 2 (right), let us consider the constraint:
(data transfer, 1) immediately before(classicalencryption, 2). If the competence (data transfer, 1) is
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acquired, then this must happen in the state that precedes the one in which (classicalencryption, 2) is
acquired.

This kind of constraint is useful because, even though we assume that once a competence is acquired,
then, it cannot be removed from the set of competences owned by the student, in real life students tend to
forget part of what they learnt. In some cases, however, it isimportant to be sure that certain competences
are owned in (almost) their integrity in order to allow the acquisition of some other competence. In this
case, it is better to use the immediately before constraint rather than the before constraint.

Thenot immediate beforeis translated exactly in the same way as thenot before. Indeed, it is a special
case because we assume that a competence cannot be forgotten. More generally, in presence of DNF
formulas, “dnf1 not immediate beforednf2” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

negation(cfi) U (cfj ∧ negation(cfi))

Immediate implication

The immediate implication, instead, specifies that the consequent musthold in the state right after
the one in which the antecedent is acquired. Note that this does not mean that it must beacquired
in that state but only that it cannot be acquired afterwards.This is expressed by the LTL implication
formula in conjunction with the constraint that wheneverk1 ≥ l1 holds,k2 ≥ l2 holds in the next
state:♦(k1, l1) ⊃ ♦(k2, l2) ∧ �((k1, l1) ⊃ ©(k2, l2)). More generally, in presence of DNF formulas as
antecedent and consequence of a “immediate implication” relation, we have the following definition for
“dnf1 immediate implicationdnf2”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

“cfi impliescfj” ∧ �(cfi ⊃ next(cfj))

Example 7.2 Figure 2 (top) reports the following example of immediate implication: (softwareand ser-
vicesfor biology on the web, 3) immediately implies(visualizinginformations, 1). In this case if the
learner does not own the competence (visualizinginformations, 1) yet, he/she must acquire it, and this
acquisition must be performed immediately aftersoftwareand servicesfor biology on the web. The
reason is that in this case knowledge aboutsoftwareand servicesfor biology on the webis considered
to be helpful in order to better understandvisualizinginformation.

“(k1, l1) not immediate implies(k2, l2)” imposes that when(k1, l1) holds in a state,k2 ≥ l2 must be
false in the immediately subsequent state. Afterwards, theproficiency level ofk2 does not matter. The
corresponding LTL formula is♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2) ∨ ♦((k1, l1) ∧©¬(k2, l2))), that is weaker than
the “classical negation” of the immediate implication. More generally, in presence of DNF formulas,
“dnf1 not immediate impliesdnf2” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ absence(cfj)

Example 7.3 Figure 2 (center) also reports an example ofnot immediately impliesconstraint: (queryop-
timization, 3) not immediately implies(distributedqueryoptimization, 2).

This kind of constraint is useful to express the need of leaving some time to the learner, so that he/she
can better assimilate some knowledge (aboutqueryoptimizationin the example) before starting to face
a complex topic (distributedqueryoptimization).

Immediate succession

In the same way, theimmediate successionimposes that the consequent either is acquired in the same
state as the antecedent or in the state immediately after (not before nor later). The immediate succes-
sion LTL formula is “(k2, l2) succeeds(k1, l1)” ∧�((k1, l1) ⊃ ©(k2, l2)). More generally, in presence
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of DNF formulas as antecedent and consequence of a “immediate succession” relation, we have the
following definition for “dnf2 immediate succeedsdnf1”:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

“cfj succeedscfi” ∧ �(cfi ⊃ next(cfj))

Example 7.4 Figure 2 (top-center) shows the following example: (bioinformaticswebbasedresources,
1) immediately succeeds(softwareand servicesfor biology on the web, 3). As for succession, this
constraint expresses a temporal ordering between the timesat which competences are to be ac-
quired (softwareand servicesfor biology on the web first). Moreover, it specifies thatbioinformat-
ics webbasedresourcesis to be acquired either in the same state or in the state that immediately
succeeds the one at whichsoftwareand servicesfor biology on the web is acquired. Once again, the
reason is that the instructional designer considers to be important that the learner retains in his/her mind
all the knowledge acquired about the first topic, in order to understand the latter.

Its negation imposes that if a competence is acquired in a certain state, in the state that follows, an-
other competence cannot be acquired, that is♦(k1, l1) ⊃ (�¬(k2, l2)∨ “(k1, l1) not before(k2, l2)”
∨♦((k1, l1)∧©¬(k2, l2))). Thus, when(k1, l1) is acquired(k2, l2) can already hold, it could never hold
or it could be acquired in a state that follows the next one. More generally, in presence of DNF formulas,
“dnf2 not immediate succeedsdnf1” is:

∨

cfi∈dnf1,cfj∈dnf2

existence(cfi) ⊃ (absence(cfj) ∨ “cfi not beforecfj” ∨
♦(cfi ∧ next(negation(cfj))))

8 Related works

In the literature it is possible to find different works that are related to the different aspects of the approach
we present here. A recent proposal for automatizing thecompetence gap verificationis done by Melia
& Pahl (2006), where an analysis of pre- and post-requisite annotations of the Learning Objects, repre-
senting the learning resources, is proposed. A logic based validation engine can use these annotations in
order to validate the curriculum/learning object composition. Melia and Pahl’s proposal is inspired by
theCoCoAsystem, by Brusilovsky & Vassileva (2003), that allows for the analysis and the consistency
check of static web-based courses. Competence gaps are checked by a prerequisite checker forlinear
courses, simulating the process of teaching with an overlay studentmodel. Pre- and post-requisites are
represented as “concepts”. In Melia & Pahl (2007a,b), the same authors propose a layered model for
pedagogical courseware validation (CAVaM or CAVIAr), thatinspired our proposal. Two kinds of val-
idation are identified: one against pedagogical strategies,the other against pedagogical rules. For what
concerns the former, one pedagogical strategy is supported: checking for the presence of competency
gaps. Instead, for what concerns the latter, the authors propose the use of a rule engine, JESS, in order
to verify that learning objects are shaped in a way that satisfies the instructional designer. For instance,
for all goal concepts there must be a learning object of typelecturewhich teaches it. With respect to
Melia and Pahl’s work, the goal and constraint model that we defined is richer, because it allows the
representation of any proficiency levels, and the expressionof a wider range of constraint. Namely, we
can express before, implication, succession and their negations, as well as time proximity, while they
only foresee one kind of constraint, the before (interpreted as a prerequisite). Moreover, our constraints
have a declarative semantics given by LTL. For what concerns the architecture, we have added one more
layer, explicitly representing resources based on the domain model. This layer allows the representation
of constraints that are local to a resource. Moreover, although they also use UML activity diagrams,
they do not use the parallel operator, do not distinguish between mandatory and optional learning paths,
and do not introduce the notion of duration of the composed activities. The last difference lays in the
implementation of the validation tasks, that relies, in ourcase, in a model checker.
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Along this line, also Garro et al. (2003) propose an approachto the automatic construction oflearning
paths(analogous to curricula), that has been implemented as partof the MASEL system (Garro et al.,
2006). A learning path is a sequence of learning objects (analogous to learning resources), which allows
the acquisition of askill (a competence, in our terminology) that is desired by the user. Learning objects
have a rich description; in particular, each learning object has some effects (skills that are supplied).
Learning objects do not have preconditions, which are substituted by a “pre-requisite” relation between
skills (this skill is to be acquired before this other skill). The approach also allows for the representation
of the duration of learning objects and of the complementarity of certain sets of learning objects, more-
over, skills include a proficiency level. In this work, however, the only reasoning task that is handled is
planning, they do not have an explicit representation of curricula models and, therefore, they do not face
the verification issues.

Brusilovsky and Vassileva (Brusilovsky, 2000; Brusilovsky & Vassileva, 2003) adopt a method that
is close, in principle, to curriculum sequencing:course sequencing. The aim of course sequencing, a
technique originally proposed in the field of Intelligent Tutoring Systems, is to supply users with per-
sonalized courses, which select, at every step of the learning process, the best teaching method, i.e. the
teaching method that will help the user to get the closest to his/her learning goal. The term “teaching
method” refers, for instance, to the possibility of facing an exercise rather than reading more detailed
documentation about a topic. In particular, two models are proposed: DCG and CoCoA. Both systems
help the construction of personalized courses on the basis of a semantic network, which composes a
set of Domain Knowledge Elements, roughly corresponding to our competences. DCG organizes such
elements in an AND-OR graph, while CoCoA adopts an heterarchic structure relying on the relations
part-of andattribute-of. Both organizations represent the domain model. DCG applies “dynamic plan-
ning” techniques: at every step the student’s advancementsare verified by a test. If the test is passed,
a new topic is presented, otherwise some replanning is performed in order to allow the student to fill
the gaps. Each node in the domain model can be presented in different ways (e.g. test, exercise, mo-
tivation, example). A presentation plan component has the task of identifying the best presentation of
the concept for that particular student in that particular context. This selection is performed based on
a set of “teaching rules” encoded in the system. Dynamic planning fits very well the task of building
student-oriented personalizations but it does not scale equally well to class-based personalization unless
all students in class have similar learning skills. CoCoA supports the construction of courses by perform-
ing a set of operations among which consistency checks and quality checks. Also in this case different
kinds of presentation are identified. CoCoA can performprerequisite checksby simulating the execution
of a course and verifying at every step that the preconditions to the current step are satisfied, i.e. that
at that point the student will have the necessary knowledge.Each kind of presentation of each concept
has its own prerequisites (so there are question prerequisites, presentation prerequisites, etc.). A limit of
this approach is that prerequisites allow the expression ofa single kind of constraint: what is to be learnt
before a certain learning step can be accomplished. We have shown, by presenting DCML, that there are
many other kinds of relation that it is interesting to capture, leading to the introduction of a further level
of abstraction: the one given by our curricula model.

Brusilovsky & Vassileva (2003) also define various verification tasks, besides competence gaps, among
which two tasks that we accomplish in the present proposal: (a) verifying that the curriculum allows the
achievement of the user’slearning goals, and (b) verifying that the curriculum is compliant againstthe
course design goals. Manually or automatically supplied curricula, developedto reach a learning goal,
should match the “design document”, a sort ofcurricula model, specified by the institution that offers
the possibility of personalizing curricula. In Brusilovsky & Vassileva (2003) design documents are said
to specify general rules for designing sequences of learning resources (courses). In this proposal, the
design document has a procedural nature and the verification checks that the curriculum respects the de-
fined structure. The authors, however, do not supply guidelines or specifications that help writing design
documents. We interpreted such general rules not is a procedural manner but rather asconstraints, that
are expressed in terms of competences and, in general, are not directly associated to learning resources,
as instead is done for pre-requisites. They constrain the process of acquisition of concepts, independently
from the resources.
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Another proposal is the one by Farrell et al. (2004), who propose an approach calledDynamic As-
sembly. This approach allows the automatic generation of a course bycomposing pre-existing learning
objects on the base of a set of parameters (e.g. level of detail, time, keywords) which are specified by the
user. Parameters are expressed in acourse assembly page. The system provides two methods, namelyin-
depthandoverview, which respectively narrow the search to the topics listed by the user and return also
learning objects concerning related topics. The result of the search is a numbered sequence of links to
learning objects. The approach does not supply methods for verifying that the produced sequences, be-
sides reaching the goal, also “make sense” from an educational point of view, for instance by exploiting
some abstract model.

The works by Castro & Manzano (2001); Wu & Havens (2005); Lambert et al. (2006) focus on the
curriculum planning problem, intended as the problem of planning anacademic scheduleof activities.
So the goal is to organize the different courses of an academiccurriculum on a given set of time peri-
ods (e.g. semesters), satisfying some academic (e.g. course availability, prerequisites, eligibility rules) or
student constraints. The problem of planning an academic schedule can be naturally tackled by adapting
to the application context aConstraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) modeling framework, as proposed in
Castro & Manzano (2001); Wu & Havens (2005); Lambert et al. (2006). In general, CSP models can be
considered a good starting point for dealing with bindings to the fruition of the learning resources that
may depend on the kind of infrastructure supplied by the academic institution (e.g. number and location
of rooms, support services for computing, number of teachers and so on). In particular, Wu & Havens
(2005) have proposed an extended model that exploitsmixed-initiativeconstraint reasoning algorithms
and provides flexibility in satisfying not only the constraints given by the institution offering the courses,
but also the student’s preferences and needs. In a first phase (curriculum planning), a set of courses avail-
able in a certain period of time is identified, by interpretingthe task as a constraint satisfaction problem
with preferences. Courses are then presented to the user by means of an interface that organizes them
in a table, whose columns correspond to teaching periods. Theuser can adjust the presented solution
by modifying part of it. The first plan is obtained by applying the constraint given by the institution,
while the modification actions taken by the user are interpreted as user constraints. A modified plan is
validated in order to see if it still respects the overall setof constraints and then the interaction with the
user can be repeated. The kinds of constraint that the system can handle are of different types. Among
them: a course can appear only once per plan, courses can require other courses (not competences) as
prerequisites, it is not possible to attend “equivalent” courses, some courses are mandatory. As one can
observe, this kind of constraints is not defined on the competences required/thought by courses nor they
express the constraints on the fruition of the teaching materials supplied by the teacher.

In Castro & Manzano (2001); Lambert et al. (2006) the authors tackle the problem of buildingbal-
anced academic curricula. This term identifies curricula in which courses are well-distributed, according
to a set ofload constraints, along the trimesters/years. Besides load constraints also constraints concern-
ing course prerequisites are considered during the planning phase. As in the previous approach, a course
prerequisites correspond to other courses which are to be attended before the one at issue. The problem
is interpreted as an optimization problem, which can be tackled in different ways (e.g. branch and bound,
constraint programming, genetic algorithms).

Last but not the least, recently some attention has been posedalso on ontologies for representing in
a uniform way information like academic programs and examination regulations. For example, Hackel-
busch & Appelrath (2008) proposes an ontology for representing this information as well as the universi-
ties supply of courses and the individual results of the students. The idea is to use this kind of ontologies
in the process of producing or validating personalized curricula.

9 Conclusions

This article integrates and extends the results of a collaboration between the Department of Computer
Science from the University of Torino and the University of Hannover, carried on within thePersonalized
Information Systemsworking group of the REWERSE European Network of Excellence (Baldoni et al.,
2005, 2007a,b). In this work, we faced the problem of curricula authoring and developed a layered
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architecture, inspired by Melia & Pahl (2007a,b), that harmonizes different kinds of knowledge and
of activity, expressed at various abstraction levels. As for all Semantic Web applications, each layer
represents knowledge according to a well-defined semantics,thus enabling the application of automatic
reasoning techniques as well as the integration with the representations belonging to other abstraction
layers. The presented proposal is an evolution of earlier works (Baldoni et al., 2004a,b, 2005), where we
applied semantic annotations to learning objects, with theaim of building compositions of new learning
objects, based on the user’s learning goals and exploiting planning techniques. That proposal was based
on a different approach that relied on the experience of the authors in the use of techniques for reasoning
about actions and changes which, however, did not allow to tackle with curricula models and to the
related verification tasks.

In the design of the layered architecture, great attention has been posed on the representation of courses
and curricula, and on how to define curricula models. The chosenapproach relies on the notion of
competence, thus introducing an abstract perspective, in which courses do not directly depend on one
another but rather have knowledge prerequisites and effects on the learner model (Baldoni et al., 2002;
Eisinger et al., 2005). Expressing learning goals and curricula in a way that is independent from specific
resources and from their nature makes our proposal suitableto open environments, where the set of
learning resources changes along time. For instance, a teacher may offer also a multimedia version of
the material of his/her course for those students who cannotattend lectures. The availability of multiple
versions of a same course does not affect in any way the descriptions of curricula model of the school at
which he/she teaches, and the learning goals of his/her students.

Based on competences it is also possible to define pedagogicalguidelines and rules that a curriculum
must respect. To this aim, we have identified a set ofinter-conceptualconstraints and defined DCML, a
graphical language for designing curricula models. As described in the previous sections, DCML allows
the representation of temporal constraints posed on the acquisition of competences (supplied by courses),
taking into account both the concepts supplied/required and the proficiency level. The language has a
grounding in Linear Temporal Logic (Emerson, 1990) and, hence,allows the application of various forms
of reasoning and, in particular, to execute validation tasks like: the verification that a curriculum does
not have competence gaps, the verification that a curriculum allows the acquisition of a learning goal,
the verification that a curriculum satisfies the constraints contained in a curricula model. Such tasks can
be accomplished independently from the source of the involved learning resources as well as from their
media.

We have shown how model checking techniques (Clarke & Peled, 2001) can be used to execute all
these validation tasks. This use of model checking is inspired by van der Aalst & Pesic (2006), where
LTL formulas are used to describe and verify the properties ofa composition of Web Services. Another
recent work that inspired this proposal is Terenziani et al.(2006), where medical guidelines, represented
by means of the GLARE graphical language, are translated in a Promela program, whose properties
are verified by using SPIN. Similarly to Terenziani et al. (2006),the use of SPIN gives anautomaton-
based semanticsto a curriculum – the automaton generated by SPIN from the Promela program –.
The declarative, formal, representation of curricula models is instead given as a set of LTL constraints.
This representation enables other forms of reasoning. In fact, as for all logical theories, we can use an
inference engine to derive other theorems or to discover inconsistencies in the theory itself.

The underlieing assumption that we have done is that compentencies are given in terms of a shared vo-
cabulary, which is known by all the involved actors, i.e learners, course creators, instructional designers.
This is a common assumption in the Semantic Web field, and it is a necessary assumption for allowing
the interoperability of the actors, mediated by the application (Hackelbusch & Appelrath, 2008). This
assumption, however, is very strong if we think to a realistic application. In this case, it is, in fact, quite
likely that different actors and different schools use different vocabularies. This is a problem to face
if we mean the proposed techniques to be used in the real world. We have already generally mentioned
ontology alignment, merging and integration (Euzenat & Shvaiko, 2007). More practically, one possible,
emerging solution for coping with this problem could be to rely on upper ontologies. Upper ontologies
have, in fact, been proposed for being used as alingua franca, to which mapping different vocabularies
(Mascardi et al., 2007) in an automatic way. Specifically for what concerns the curriculum sequencing
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task, the implementation that we have described uses SWI-Prolog, which is thought for the integration
with Semantic Web technology and provides a library for dealing with RDF. In this work we have pro-
posed a representation of learning resources that are supplied by different sources and through different
media (e.g., textual documents as well as videos or interactive applications or even actual lectures and
courses). In the general case, the basic representation of resources, given in terms of competences, can
also easily be enriched by addingmedia-relatedinformation andaccessibilityinformation, expressing
constraints on how a resource is to be played/used. This information differs, in quality, from competence-
based preconditions; in fact, while the latter only concerns the learner’s knowledge, the former concerns
some either environmental or physical aspect concerning the ability and the possibility ofusingthe re-
source. So, for instance, a visually-impaired learner cannot watch an explanatory animation. For what
concerns resources, this kind of information could be addedto the precondition by enriching the anno-
tation. On the other hand, the accessibility constraints ofa learner could be added to the learner model.
It is easy to extend the validation and the planning functionalities so to take into account also this kind
of information. Further along this line also tasks that explicitly require a manipulation of the learning
resources, which depends on their nature, and that for this reason are orthogonal to our proposal, can be
integrated. Among them, media processing workflows and synchronization among media objects. The
first task consists in processing, filtering, and fusing multimedia (and sometimes also real-time) data,
providing various Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees (Candan et al., 2006; Brunkhorst et al., 2008).
The latter, instead, deals with spatial and temporal compositions of media items (Celentano & Gaggi,
2003; W3C, 2001). Some approaches, e.g. Bertolotti (2005), express correct synchronizations by means
of spatial and temporal constraints, that explicitly concern resources. For what concerns synchroniza-
tion, Allen’s Interval Algebra (Allen, 1983) has been used in order to formalize connections between
temporal intervals by means of a sets of base relations. The intervals coincide with the length of a media
object (the elapsed time from its beginning to its end). Extensions of this algebra, e.g. Laborie (2006),
have been proposed to tackle also spatial relations beetwendifferent objects. The modularity of our ar-
chitecture allows one to enrich, when necessary, the representation models and to extend the framework
so to deal with tasks that are source-specific or media-related.

In this article, we have also reported about the integrationof the above approach into the Personal
Reader Framework (Henze & Krause, 2006). Despite some manualpost-processing for fixing incon-
sistencies, we used real information from the Hannover University database of courses for extracting
the meta-data. Currently the courses are annotated also by meta-data concerning theschedule, given
in terms ofsemesters, and location of courses, like for instance room-numbers, addresses and teaching
hours. This information is not used by the implemented services yet but it would be interesting to de-
velop, as future work, also other services, which, along thelines of Wu & Havens (2005), complete the
curricula planning process and produce an actual schedule.

The Personal Reader Platform provides a framework for implementing a service-oriented approach to
personalization in the Semantic Web, and supplies a suitableinfrastructure for building personalization
applications, that consist of re-usable and interoperablepersonalization functionalities. The idea of tak-
ing a service-oriented approach to personalization is quite new and was born within the personalization
working group of the Network of Excellence REWERSE. The adoption ofa service-oriented architecture
for the Personal Reader makes the introduction of new personalization functionalities very easy because
each service focuses on dealing with a specific kind of knowledge and on performing a well-identified
task, and is developed independently from the other services. Depending on the available resources and
on the user’s desires, it is possible to combine different services so to compose the functionalities that
they implement, and, thus, perform more complex personalization tasks.

As future work, it will also be interesting to complement thearchitecture by integrating Web 2.0
features and develop personalization functionalities forhandling information extracted from the activity
of the community of users. This seems a very promising direction for recommendation purposes. For
instance, when a user is uncertain on which curriculum to choose between two offers that are equivalent
from the point of view of the supplied knowledge, he/she could be recommended to select one of the two
on the basis of the behavior of other members in the communitythat we know as being “friends” of the
current user.
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